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Abstract Iterative substructuring Domain Decomposition (DD) methods have7

been extensively studied, and they are usually associated with nonoverlapping8

decompositions. It is less known that classical overlapping DD methods can9

also be formulated in substructured form, i.e. as iterative methods acting on10

variables defined exclusively on the interfaces of the overlapping domain de-11

composition. We call such formulations substructured domain decomposition12

methods. We introduce here a substructured version of Restricted Additive13

Schwarz (RAS) which we call SRAS. We show that RAS and SRAS are equiv-14

alent when used as iterative solvers, as they produce the same iterates, while15

they are substantially different when used as preconditioners for GMRES. We16

link the volume and substructured Krylov spaces and show that the iterates17

are different by deriving the least squares problems solved at each GMRES18

iteration. When used as iterative solvers, SRAS presents computational advan-19

tages over RAS, as it avoids computations with matrices and vectors at the20

volume level. When used as preconditioners, SRAS has the further advantage21

of allowing GMRES to store smaller vectors and perform orthogonalization22

in a lower dimensional space. We then consider nonlinear problems, and we23

introduce SRASPEN (Substructured Restricted Additive Schwarz Precondi-24
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tioned Exact Newton), where SRAS is used as a preconditioner for Newton’s25

method. In contrast to the linear case, we prove that Newton’s method ap-26

plied to the preconditioned volume and substructured formulation produces27

the same iterates in the nonlinear case. Next, we introduce two-level versions28

of nonlinear SRAS and SRASPEN. Finally, we validate our theoretical results29

with numerical experiments.30

Keywords Substructured domain decomposition methods · Lions’ parallel31

Schwarz method · Restricted Additive Schwarz (RAS) · Linear and Nonlinear32

Preconditioning · GMRES.33

1 Introduction34

We consider a boundary value problem posed in a Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ Rd,35

d ∈ {1, 2, 3},36

L(u) = f, in Ω,

u = 0, on ∂Ω.
(1)

We assume that (1) admits a unique solution in some Hilbert space V. If the37

boundary value problem is linear, a discretization of (1) with Nv degrees of38

freedom leads to a linear system39

Au = f , (2)

where A ∈ RNv×Nv , u ∈ V (∼= RNv ), and f ∈ V . If the boundary value problem40

is nonlinear, we obtain a nonlinear system41

F (u) = 0, (3)

where F : V → V is a nonlinear function and u ∈ V . Several numerical42

methods have been proposed in the last decades for the efficient solution of43

such boundary value problems, e.g., multigrid methods [21,37] and domain de-44

composition (DD) methods [36,34]. We will focus on DD methods, which are45

usually divided into two distinct classes, that is overlapping methods, which46

include the AS (Additive Schwarz) and RAS (Restricted Additive Schwarz)47

methods [36,6], and nonoverlapping methods such as FETI (Finite Element48

Tearing and Interconnect) and Neumann-Neumann methods [14,32,26]. Con-49

cerning nonlinear problems, DD methods can be applied either as nonlinear50

iterative methods, that is by just solving nonlinear problems in each subdo-51

main and then exchanging information between subdomains as in the linear52

case [29,30,2], or as preconditioners to solve the Jacobian linear system in-53

side Newton’s iteration. In the latter case, the term Newton-Krylov-DD is54

employed, where DD is replaced by the domain decomposition preconditioner55

used [23].56

An alternative is to use a DD method as a preconditioner for Newton’s57

method. Preconditioning a nonlinear system F (u) = 0 means that we aim58

to replace the original nonlinear system with a new nonlinear system, still59
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having the same solution, but for which the nonlinearities are more balanced60

and Newton’s method converges faster [3,17]. Seminal contributions in non-61

linear preconditioning have been made by Cai and Keyes in [3,4], where they62

introduced ASPIN (Additive Schwarz Preconditioned Inexact Newton). The63

development of good preconditioners is not an easy task even in the linear64

case. One useful strategy is to study efficient iterative methods, and then65

to use the associated preconditioners in combination with Krylov methods66

[17]. The same logical path paved the way to the development of RASPEN67

(Restricted Additive Schwarz Preconditioned Exact Newton) in [13], which68

in short applies Newton’s method to the fixed point equation defined by the69

nonlinear RAS iteration at convergence. Extensions of this idea to Dirichlet-70

Neumann are presented in [7]. In [22], the authors describe and analyze the71

scalability of the two-level variants of the aformentioned methods (ASPIN and72

RASPEN). In particular, they discuss several approaches of adding the coarse73

space correction, and a numerical comparison of all these methods is reported74

for different types of coarse spaces. All these methods are left preconditioners.75

Right preconditioners are usually based on the concept of nonlinear elimina-76

tion, presented in [27], and they are very efficient as shown in [20,19,5,31].77

Right nonlinear preconditioners based on FETI-DP (Finite Element Tearing78

and InterconnectingDual-Primal) and BDDC (Balancing Domain Decompo-79

sition by Constraint) have been shown to be very effective, see, e.g., [24,25].80

While left preconditioners aim to transform the original nonlinear function81

into a better behaved one, right preconditioners aim to provide a better initial82

guess for the next outer Newton iteration.83

Nonoverlapping methods are sometimes called substructuring methods (a84

term borrowed from Przemieniecki’s work [33]), as in these methods the un-85

knowns in the interior of the nonoverlapping domains are eliminated through86

static condensation so that one needs to solve a smaller system involving only87

the degrees of freedom on the interfaces between the nonoverlapping subdo-88

mains [36]. However, it is also possible to write an overlapping method, such as89

Lions’ Parallel Schwarz Method (PSM) [28], which is equivalent to RAS [16],90

in substructured form, even though this approach is much less common in the91

literature. For a two subdomain decomposition, a substructuring procedure92

applied to the PSM is carried out in [15, Section 5], [18, Section 3.4] and [10].93

In [10,11], the authors introduced a substructured formulation of the PSM94

at the continuous level for decompositions with many subdomains and cross-95

points, and further studied ad-hoc spectral and geometric two-level methods.96

In this particular framework, the substructured unknowns are now the degrees97

of freedom located on the portions of a subdomain boundary that lie in the98

interior of another subdomain; that is where the overlapping DD method takes99

the information to compute the new iterate. We emphasize that, at a given100

iteration n, any iterative DD method (overlapping or nonoverlapping) needs101

only a few values of un to compute the new approximation un+1. The major102

part of un is useless.103

In this manuscript, we define a substructured version of RAS, that is we104

define an iterative scheme based on RAS which acts only over unknowns that105
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are located on the portions of a subdomain boundary that lie in the interior106

of another subdomain. We study in detail the effects that such a substruc-107

turing procedure has on RAS when the latter is applied either as an iterative108

solver or as a preconditioner to solve linear and nonlinear boundary value109

problems. Does the substructured iterative version converge faster than the110

volume one? Is the convergence of GMRES affected by substructuring? What111

about nonlinear problems when instead of preconditioned GMRES we rely on112

preconditioned Newton? We prove that substructuring does not influence the113

convergence of the iterative methods both in the linear and nonlinear case,114

by showing that at each iteration, the restriction on the interfaces of the vol-115

ume iterates coincides with the iterates of the substructured iterative method.116

Nevertheless, we discuss in Section 3.1 and corroborate by numerical exper-117

iments that a substructured formulation presents computational advantages.118

The equivalence of iterates does not hold anymore when considering precondi-119

tioned GMRES. Specifically, our study shows that GMRES should be applied120

to the substructured system, since it is computationally less expensive, requir-121

ing to perform orthogonalization on a much smaller space, and thus needs also122

less memory. In contrast to the linear case, we prove that, surprisingly, the non-123

linear preconditioners RASPEN and SRASPEN (Substructured RASPEN) for124

Newton produce the same iterates once these are restricted to the interfaces.125

However, SRASPEN has again more favorable properties when assembling and126

solving the Jacobian matrices at each Newton iteration. Finally, we also extend127

the work in [10,11] defining substructured two-level methods to the nonlinear128

case, where both smoother and coarse correction are defined directly on the129

interfaces between subdomains.130

This paper is organized as follows: we introduce in Section 2 the mathemat-131

ical setting with the domain, subdomains and operators defined on them. In132

Section 3, devoted to the linear case, we study the effects of substructuring on133

RAS and on GMRES applied to the preconditioned system. In Section 4, we134

extend our analysis to nonlinear boundary value problems. Section 5 contains135

two-level substructured methods for the nonlinear problems. Finally Section136

6 presents numerical tests to corroborate the framework proposed.137

2 Notation138

Let us decompose the domain Ω into N nonoverlapping subdomains Ωj , that139

is Ω =
⋃
j∈J Ωj with J := {1, 2, . . . , N}. The nonoverlapping subdomains140

Ωj are then enlarged to obtain subdomains Ω′j which form an overlapping141

decomposition of Ω. For each subdomain Ω′j , we define Vj as the restriction of142

V to Ω′j , that is Vj collects the degrees of freedom on Ω′j . Further, we introduce143

the classical restriction and prolongation operators Rj : V → Vj , Pj : Vj → V ,144

and the restricted prolongation operators P̃j : Vj → V . We assume that these145

operators satisfy146

RjPj = IVj
, and

∑
j∈J

P̃jRj = I, (4)
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Fig. 1: The domain Ω is divided into nine nonoverlapping subdomains (left).
The center panel shows how the diagonal nonoverlapping subdomains are en-
larged to form overlapping subdomains. On the right, we denote the unknowns
represented in V (blue line) and the unknowns of a coarse space of V (red
crosses).

where IVj
is the identity on Vj and I is the identity on V .147

We now define the substructured skeleton. In the following, we use the148

notation introduced in [9]. For any j ∈ J , we define the set of neighboring149

indices Nj := {` ∈ J : Ω′j ∩ ∂Ω′` 6= ∅}. Given a j ∈ J , we introduce the150

substructure of Ω′j defined as Sj :=
⋃
`∈Nj

(
∂Ω′` ∩Ω′j

)
, that is the union of all151

the portions of ∂Ω′` with ` ∈ Nj . The substructure of the whole domain Ω is152

defined as S :=
⋃
j∈J Sj . A graphical representation of S is given in Fig. 1153

for a decomposition of a square into nine subdomains. We now introduce the154

space V as the trace space of V onto the substructure S. Associated to V ,155

we consider the restriction operator R : V → V and a prolongation operator156

P : V → V . The restriction operator R takes an element v ∈ V and restricts157

it to the skeleton S. The prolongation operator P extends an element v ∈ V158

to the global space V . In our numerical experiments, P extends an element159

vS ∈ V by zero inΩ\S. However, we can consider several different prolongation160

operators. How this extension is done is not crucial as we will use P inside a161

domain decomposition algorithm, and thus only the values on the skeleton S162

will play a role. Hence, as of now, we will need only one assumption on the163

restriction and prolongation operator, namely164

RP = I, (5)

where I is the identity over V .165

3 The linear case166

In this section, we focus on the linear problem Au = f . After defining a167

substructured variant of RAS called SRAS, we prove the equivalence between168

RAS and SRAS. Then, we study in detail how GMRES performs if applied to169

the volume preconditioned system or the substructured system.170
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3.1 Linear iterative methods171

To introduce our analysis, we recall the classical definition of RAS to solve172

the linear system (2). RAS starts from an approximation u0 and computes for173

n = 1, 2, . . . ,174

un = un−1 +
∑
j∈J

P̃jA
−1
j Rj

(
f −Aun−1

)
, (6)

where Aj := RjAPj , that is, we use exact local solvers. Let us now rewrite175

the iteration (6) in an equivalent form using the hypothesis in (4) and the176

definition of Aj ,177

un =
∑
j∈J

P̃jRju
n−1 +

∑
j∈J

P̃jA
−1
j Rj

(
f −Aun−1

)
=
∑
j∈J

P̃jA
−1
j

(
AjRju

n−1 +Rj
(
f −Aun−1

))
=
∑
j∈J

P̃jA
−1
j Rj

(
f −A (I − PjRj)un−1

)
= : GRAS(un−1). (7)

We emphasize that (PjRj − I)un−1 contains non-zero elements only outside178

subdomain Ω′j , and in particular the terms A (PjRj − I)un−1 represent pre-179

cisely the boundary conditions for Ω′j given the old approximation un−1. This180

observation suggests that RAS, like most domain decomposition methods, can181

be written in a substructured form. Indeed, despite iteration (7) being writ-182

ten in volume form, involving the entire vector un−1, only very few elements183

of un−1 are needed to compute the new approximation un. A substructured184

method iterates only on those values of u which are really needed at each iter-185

ation, avoiding thus superfluous operations on the whole volume vector u (e.g.186

the volume residual computation f −Aun−1 and the summation with the old187

iterate un−1 in the RAS method (6)). For further details about a substructured188

formulation of the parallel Schwarz method at the continuous level, we refer189

to [18] for the two subdomain case, and [10,11] for a general decomposition190

into several subdomains with crosspoints.191

In Section 2, we introduced the substructured space V geometrically, but192

we can also provide an algebraic characterization using the RAS operators Rj193

and Pj . We consider194

K := {k ∈ {1, . . . , Nv} : ∃j ∈ {1, . . . , N} such that RjA(ek − PjRjek) 6= 0} ,

that is, K is the set of indices such that the canonical vectors ek represent195

a Dirichlet boundary condition at least for a subdomain, and its complement196

Kc := {1, . . . , Nv}\K. The cardinality of K is |K| =: N . We can thus introduce197

V̂ :=
{
v ∈ RNv : if j /∈ K then vj = 0

}
= span {ek}k∈K ⊂ RNv .
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Finally R is the Boolean restriction operator, mapping a vector of RNv onto198

a vector of RN , keeping only the indices in K. Hence, V := ImR(∼= RN ) and199

P = R
>

.200

To define SRAS, we need one more assumption on the restriction and201

prolongation operators, namely202

RM−1A = RM−1APR, (8)

where M−1 is the preconditioner for RAS, formally defined as203

M−1 :=
∑
j∈J

P̃jA
−1
j Rj . (9)

Heuristically, this assumption means that the operator PR preserves all the204

information needed by GRAS (defined in (7)) to compute correctly the values205

of the new iterate on the skeleton S. Indeed a direct calculation shows that206

(8) is equivalent to the condition207

RGRAS(u) = RGRAS(PRu).

Given a substructured approximation v0 ∈ V , for n = 1, 2, . . . , we define208

SRAS as209

vn = GSRAS(vn−1), where GSRAS(v) := RGRAS(Pv). (10)

RAS and SRAS are tightly linked, but when are they equivalent? Clearly,210

we must impose some conditions on P and R. The next theorem shows that211

assumption (8) is in fact sufficient for equivalence.212

Theorem 1 (Equivalence between RAS and SRAS) Assume that the213

operators R and P satisfy (8). Given an initial guess u0 ∈ V and its substruc-214

tured restriction v0 := Ru0 ∈ V , define the sequences {un} and {vn} such215

that216

un = GRAS(un−1), vn = GSRAS(vn−1).

Then, Run = vn for every iteration n ≥ 1.217

Proof We prove this statement for n = 1 by a direct calculation. Taking the218

restriction of u1 we have219

Ru1 = RGRAS(u0) = RGRAS(PRu0) = RGRAS(Pv0) = GSRAS(v0) = v1,

where we used assumption (8), and the definition of v0 and GSRAS. For a220

general n, the proof is obtained by induction.221

Remark 1 (Implementation of SRAS) In (10), we have introduced the sub-222

structured operator GSRAS directly through the volume operator GRAS. This223

definition is very useful from the theoretical point of view as it permits to link224

the volume and substructured methods and facilitates the theoretical analysis.225

However, we stress that one should not implement GSRAS by directly calling226
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the volume routine GRAS onto a vector Pv. Doing so, one would lose all the227

computational advantages as computations on the volume vector Pv would be228

performed. There are two strategies to implement a fully substructured SRAS229

method. The first one is to implement a routine that, for each j = 1, . . . , N ,230

extracts from v those values which lie on the boundary of Ω′j and rescale them231

appropriately as boundary conditions for the local subdomain solve. A second232

possibility arises from (10) and (7), by observing that233

vn = RGRAS(Pvn) = R

N∑
j=1

P̃jA
−1
j Rj(f −A(I − PjRj)Pvn−1

= b +R

N∑
j=1

P̃jA
−1
j Rj(−A(I − PjRj)Pvn−1,

(11)

where b := R
∑N
j=1 P̃jA

−1
j Rjf . One can then pre-assemble the matrices Rj :=234

Rj(−A(I−PjRj)P ∈ RMj ,N , where Mj is the number of degrees of freedom in235

Ω′j . The matrices Rj are very sparse and their goal is just to extract the values236

needed for the j-th subdomain solve from vn−1. Similarly P j := RP̃j ∈ RN,Mj
237

weights a subdomain solution with the partition of unity and maps it to the238

substructured vector. We finally obtain the equivalent iterative method239

vn = b +

N∑
j=1

P jA
−1
j Rjv

n−1, (12)

where no computations are performed with matrices or vectors at the volume240

level, except for the subdomain solves.241

3.2 Linear preconditioners for GMRES242

It is well known that any stationary iterative method should be used in prac-243

tice as a preconditioner for a Krylov method, since the Krylov method finds244

in general a much better residual polynomial with certain optimality proper-245

ties, compared to the residual polynomial of the stationary iteration, see e.g.246

[8]. The preconditioner associated to RAS is M−1 and is defined in (9). The247

preconditioned volume system then reads248

M−1Au = M−1f . (13)

To discover the preconditioner associated with SRAS, we consider the fixed249

point limit of (10),250

v = GSRAS(v) = RGRAS(Pv) = R

Pv +
∑
j∈J

P̃jA
−1
j Rj(f −APv)


= v +R

∑
j∈J

P̃jA
−1
j Rjf −R

∑
j∈J

P̃jA
−1
j RjAPv

= v +RM−1f −RM−1APv,

(14)
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where in the second line we used the identity RP = I. We thus consider the251

preconditioned substructured system252

RM−1APv = RM−1f . (15)

Observe that as A = M − N , (15) can be written as (I − G)v = b, where253

G := RM−1NP and b := RM−1f , thus recovering the classical form of the254

substructured PSM, see [18,10,11].255

It is then natural to ask how a Krylov method like GMRES performs if256

applied to (13), compared to (15). Let us consider an initial guess in volume257

u0, its restriction v0 := Ru0 and the initial residuals r0 := M−1(f − Au0),258

r0 := RM−1(f−APv0). Then GMRES applied to the preconditioned systems259

(13) and (15) looks for solutions in the affine Krylov spaces260

u0 +Kk(M−1A, r0) := u0 + span
{
r0,M−1Ar0, . . . , (M−1A)k−1r0

}
v0 +Kk(RM−1AP, r0) := v0 + span

{
r0, RM−1APr0, . . . , (RM−1AP )k−1r0

}
,

(16)
where k ≥ 1. The two Krylov spaces are tightly linked, as Theorem 2 below261

will show. To prove it, we need the following Lemma.262

Lemma 1 If the restriction and prolongation operators R and P satisfy (8)263

then for k ≥ 1,264

R
(
M−1A

)k
=
(
RM−1AP

)k
R. (17)

Proof Multiplying equation (8) from the right by M−1A we get265

RM−1AM−1A = RM−1APRM−1A = RM−1APRM−1APR,

where in the second equality we have used once more (8). Using induction,266

one gets for every k ≥ 1,267

R
(
M−1A

)k
=
(
RM−1AP

)k
R,

and this completes the proof.268

Theorem 2 (Relation between RAS and SRAS Krylov subspaces)269

Let us consider operators R and P satisfying (8), an initial guess u0 ∈ V ,270

its restriction v0 := Ru0 ∈ V and the residuals r0 := M−1(f − Au0), r0 :=271

RM−1(f −APv0). Then for every k ≥ 1, we have272

v0 +Kk(RM−1AP, r0) = R(u0 +Kk(M−1A, r0)). (18)

Proof First, due to (8) we have273

Rr0 = RM−1(f −Au0) = RM−1(f −APRu0) = RM−1(f −APv0) = r0.
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Let us now show the first inclusion. If v ∈ R
(
u0 +Kk(M−1A, r0)

)
, then v =274

Ru0 + R
∑k−1
j=0 γj

(
M−1A

)j
r0, for some coefficients γj . Using Lemma 1, we275

can rewrite v as276

v = v0 +

k−1∑
j=0

γjR
(
M−1A

)j
r0 = v0 +

k−1∑
j=0

γj
(
RM−1AP

)j
Rr0

= v0 +

k−1∑
j=0

γj
(
RM−1AP

)j
r0 ∈ v0 +Kk(RM−1AP, r0),

and thus R
(
u0 +Kk(M−1A, r0)

)
⊂ v0 + Kk(RM−1AP, r0). Similarly if w ∈277

v0 +Kk(RM−1AP, r0) then278

w = v0 +

k−1∑
j=0

γj
(
RM−1AP

)k
r0 = Ru0 +

k−1∑
j=0

γj
(
RM−1AP

)j
Rr0

= Ru0 +

k−1∑
j=0

γjR
(
M−1A

)j
r0,

thus w ∈ R
(
u0 +Kk(M−1A, r0)

)
and we achieve the desired relation (18).279

Theorem 2 shows that the restriction to the substructure of the affine280

volume Krylov space of RAS coincides with the affine substructured Krylov281

space of SRAS. One could then wonder if the restrictions of the iterates of282

GMRES applied to the preconditioned volume system (13) coincide with the283

iterates of GMRES applied to the preconditioned substructured system (15).284

However, this does not turn out to be true. Nevertheless, we can further link285

the action of GMRES on these two preconditioned systems.286

It is well known, (see e.g [35, Section 6.5.1]), that GMRES applied to (13)287

and (15) generates a sequence of iterates
{
uk
}
k

and
{
vk
}
k

such that288

uk = argminũk∈u0+Kk(M−1A,r0)‖M−1f −M−1Aũk‖2, (19)

and289

vk = argminṽk∈v0+Kk(RM−1AP,r0)‖RM
−1f −RM−1AP ṽk‖2. (20)

The iterates uk and vk can be characterized using orthogonal and Hessenberg290

matrices obtained with the Arnoldi iteration. In particular, the k-th iteration291

of Arnoldi provides orthogonal matrices Qk, Qk+1 and a Hessenberg matrix Hk292

such that M−1AQk = Qk+1Hk, and the columns of Qk form an orthonormal293

basis for the Krylov subspace Kk(M−1A, r0). Using these matrices, one writes294

uk as uk = u0+Qka, where a ∈ Rk is the solution of the least squares problem295

296

a = argminã∈Rk‖Qk(‖r0‖2e1−Hkã)‖2 = argminã∈Rk‖‖r0‖2e1−Hkã‖2, (21)
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and e1 is the canonical vector of Rk+1. Similarly, one characterizes the vector297

vk as vk = v0 +Qky such that298

y = argminỹ∈Rk‖‖r0‖2e1 −Hkỹ‖2, (22)

where Qk, Hk are the orthogonal and Hessenberg matrices obtained through299

the Arnoldi method applied to the matrix RM−1AP .300

The next theorem provides a link between the volume least square problem301

(19) and the substructured one (20).302

Theorem 3 Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, the k-th iterate of GMRES303

applied to (15) is equal to vk = v0 +Qky = v0 +RQkt, where y satisfies (22)304

while305

t := argmint̃∈Rk‖RQk+1(‖r0‖2e1 −Hkt̃)‖2. (23)

Proof It is clear that vk = v0 + Qky = v0 + RQkt as the first equality fol-306

lows from standard GMRES literature (see e.g [35, Section 6.5.1]). The second307

equality follows from Theorem (2) as we have shown that v0+Kk(RM−1AP, r0) =308

R(u0 +Kk(M−1A, r0)). Thus the columns of RQk form an orthonormal basis309

of Kk(RM−1AP, r0) and hence, vk can be expressed as a linear combination310

of the columns of RQk with coefficients in the vector t ∈ Rk plus v0. We are311

then left to show (23). We have312

min
ṽk∈v0+Kk(RM−1AP,r0)

‖ RM−1f −RM−1AP ṽk‖2

= min
t̃∈Rk

‖ RM−1f −RM−1AP (v0 +Qkt̃)‖2

= min
t̃∈Rk

‖ RM−1f −RM−1APRu0 −RM−1APQkt̃)‖2.

Using the relation Im(RQk) =Im(Qk), Lemma (1), the Arnoldi relationM−1AQk =313

Qk+1Hk and that r0 coincides with the first column of Qk except for a nor-314

malization constant, we conclude315

min
t̃∈Rk

‖ RM−1f −RM−1APRu0 −RM−1APRQkt̃)‖2

= min
t̃∈Rk

‖ Rr0 −RM−1AQkt̃)‖2

= min
t̃∈Rk

‖ RQk+1(‖r0‖2e1 −Hkt̃)‖2,

(24)

and this completes the proof.316

Few comments are in order here. First, GMRES applied to (15) converges in317

maximum N iterations as the preconditioned matrix RM−1AP has size N×N .318

Second, Theorem (2) states that R(u0 +KN (M−1A, r0)) already contains the319

exact substructured solution, that is the exact substructured solution lies in320

the restriction of the volume Krylov space after N iterations. Theoretically, if321

one could get the exact substructured solution from R(u0 +KN (M−1A, r0)),322

then N iterations of GMRES applied to (13), plus an harmonic extension of323
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the substructured data into the subdomains, would be sufficient to get the324

exact volume solution.325

On the other hand, we can say a bit more analyzing the structure of M−1A.326

Using the splitting A = M − N , we have M−1A = I − M−1N . A direct327

calculation states Kk(M−1A, r0) = Kk(M−1N, r0) by using the relation328

(M−1A)k = (I −M−1N)k =

k∑
j=0

(
k

j

)
(−1)j(M−1N)j ∀k ≥ 1,

that is the Krylov space generated by M−1A is equal to the Krylov space329

generated by the RAS iteration matrix for error equation. We denote this linear330

operator with GRAS
0 which is defined as in (7) with f = 0. We now consider331

the orthogonal complement V̂ ⊥ := (span {ek}k∈K)⊥ = span {ei}i∈Kc , and332

dim(V̂ ⊥) = Nv−N . Since for every v ∈ V̂ ⊥, it holds that RjA(I−PjRj)v = 0,333

we can conclude that V̂ ⊥ ⊂ ker
(
GRAS

0

)
.334

Using the rank-nullity theorem, we obtain335

dim
(
Im(GRAS

0 )
)

+ dim
(
Ker

(
GRAS

0

) )
= Nv =⇒ dim

(
Im
(
GRAS

0

) )
≤ N,

hence GMRES applied to the preconditioned volume system encounters a lucky336

Arnoldi breakdown after at most N + 1 iterations (in exact arithmetic). This337

rank argument can be used for the substructured preconditioned system as338

well. Indeed as RM−1AP = I−RM−1NP , the substructured Krylov space is339

generated by the matrix RM−1NP , whose rank is equal to the rank of M−1N ,340

that is the rank of GRAS
0 .341

Heuristically, choosing a zero initial guess, r0 := M−1f corresponds to a342

solution of subdomains problem with the correct right hand side, but with zero343

Dirichlet boundary conditions along the interfaces of each subdomain. Thus,344

GMRES applied to (13) needs only to find the correct boundary conditions for345

each subdomain, and this can be achieved in at most N iterations as Theorem346

2 shows.347

Finally, we remark that each GMRES iteration on (15) is computationally348

less expensive than a GMRES iteration on (13) as the orthogonalization of349

the Arnoldi method is carried out in a much smaller space. From the memory350

point of view, this implies that GMRES needs to store shorter vectors. Thus,351

a saturation of the memory is less likely, and restarted versions of GMRES352

may be avoided.353

4 The nonlinear case354

In this section, we study iterative and preconditioned domain decomposition355

methods to solve the nonlinear system (3).356
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4.1 Nonlinear iterative methods357

RAS can be generalized to solve the nonlinear equation (3). To show this, we358

introduce the solution operators Gj which are defined through359

RjF (PjGj(u) + (I − PjRj)u) = 0, (25)

where the operators Rj and Pj are defined in Section 2. Nonlinear RAS for N360

subdomains then reads361

un =
∑
j∈J

P̃jGj(u
n−1). (26)

It is possible to show that (26) reduces to (7) if F (u) is a linear function:
assuming that F (u) = Au− f , equation (25) becomes

RjF
(
PjGj

(
un−1

)
+ (I − PjRj)un−1

)
= Rj

(
A
(
PjGj

(
un−1

)
+ (I − PjRj)un−1

)
− f
)

= AjGj
(
un−1

)
+Rj

(
A (I − PjRj)un−1 − f

)
= 0,

which implies Gj
(
un−1

)
= A−1j Rj

(
f −A (I − PjRj)un−1

)
, and thus (26)362

reduces to (7).363

Similarly to the linear case, we introduce the nonlinear SRAS. Defining364

Gj(v
n−1) := RP̃jGj

(
Pvn−1

)
, (27)

we obtain the nonlinear substructured iteration365

vn = R
∑
j∈J

P̃jGj(Pv
n−1) =

∑
j∈J

Gj(v
n−1), (28)

which is the nonlinear counterpart of (10).366

The same calculations of Theorem 1 allow one to obtain an equivalence367

result between nonlinear RAS and nonlinear SRAS.368

Theorem 4 (Equivalence between nonlinear RAS and SRAS) Assume369

that the operators R and P satisfy R
∑
j∈J P̃jGj(u) = R

∑
j∈J P̃jGj(PRu).370

Let us consider an initial guess u0 ∈ V and its substructured restriction v0 :=371

Ru0 ∈ V , and define the sequences {un}, {vn} such that372

un =
∑
j∈J

P̃jGj(u
n−1), vn =

∑
j∈J

Gj(v
n−1).

Then for every n ≥ 1, Run = vn.373
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4.2 Nonlinear preconditioners for Newton’s method374

In [13], it was proposed to use the fixed point equation of nonlinear RAS375

as a preconditioner for Newton’s method, in a spirit that goes back to [4,3].376

This method has been called RASPEN (Restricted Additive Schwarz Precon-377

ditioned Exact Newton) and it consists in applying Newton’s method to the378

fixed point equation of nonlinear RAS, that is,379

F(u) = u−
∑
j∈J

P̃jGj(u) = 0. (29)

For a comprehensive discussion of this method, we refer to [13]. As done in
(14) for the linear case, we now introduce a substructured variant of RASPEN
and we call it SRASPEN (Substructured Restricted Additive Schwarz Precon-
ditioned Exact Newton). SRASPEN is obtained by applying Newton’s method
to the fixed point equation of nonlinear SRAS, that is,

F(v) := v −
∑
j∈J

Gj(v) = 0.

One can verify that the above equation F(v) = 0 can also be written as380

F(v) = RPv −
∑
j∈J

RP̃jGj(Pv) = RF(Pv) = 0. (30)

This formulation of SRASPEN provides its relation with RASPEN and sim-381

plifies the task of computing the Jacobian of SRASPEN.382

4.2.1 Computation of the Jacobian and implementation details383

To apply Newton’s method, we need to compute the Jacobian of SRASPEN.384

Let JF (w) and JF (w) denote the action of the Jacobian of RASPEN and385

SRASPEN on a vector w. Since these methods are closely related, indeed386

F(v) = RF(Pv), we can immediately compute the Jacobian of F once we have387

the Jacobian of F , using the chain rule, JF (v) = RJF (Pv)P . The Jacobian388

of F has been derived in [13] and we report here the main steps for the sake389

of completeness. Differentiating equation (29) with respect to u leads to390

JF (u) :=
dF
du

(u) = I −
∑
j∈J

P̃j
dGj
du

(u). (31)

Recall that the local inverse operators Gj : V → Vj are defined in equation391

(25) as the solutions of RjF (PjGj(u) + (I −PjRj)u) = 0. Differentiating this392

relation yields393

dGj
du

(u) = Rj −
(
RjJ

(
u(j)

)
Pj

)−1
RjJ

(
u(j)

)
, (32)
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where u(j) := PjGj(u) + (I − PjRj)u is the volume solution vector in subdo-394

main j and J is the Jacobian of the original nonlinear function F . Combining395

the above equations (31)-(32) and defining ũ(j) := PjGj(Pv)+(I−PjRj)Pv,396

we get397

JF (u) =

∑
j∈J

P̃j

(
RjJ

(
u(j)

)
Pj

)−1
RjJ

(
u(j)

) , (33)

and398

JF (v) = R

∑
j∈J

P̃j

(
RjJ

(
ũ(j)

)
Pj

)−1
RjJ(ũ(j))

P , (34)

where we used the assumptions
∑
j∈J P̃jRj = I and RP = I. We remark399

that to assemble JF (u) or to compute its action on a given vector, one needs400

to calculate J
(
u(j)

)
, that is, evaluate the Jacobian of the original nonlinear401

function F on the subdomain solutions u(j). The subdomain solutions u(j)
402

are obtained evaluating F(u), that is performing one step of RAS with initial403

guess equal to u. A smart implementation can use the local Jacobian matrices404

RjJ
(
u(j)

)
Pj that are already computed by the inner Newton solvers while405

solving the nonlinear problem on each subdomain, and hence no extra cost is406

required to assemble this term. Further, the matrices RjJ
(
u(j)

)
are different407

from the local Jacobian matrices at very few columns corresponding to the408

degrees of freedom on the interfaces and thus it suffices to only modify those409

specific entries. In a non-optimized implementation, one can also directly eval-410

uate the Jacobian of F on the subdomain solutions u(j), without relying on411

already computed quantities. Concerning JF (v), we emphasize that ũ(j) is the412

volume subdomain solution obtained by substructured RAS starting from a413

substructured function v. Thus, like u(j), ũ(j) is readily available in Newton414

iteration after evaluating the function F .415

From the computational point of view, SRASPEN has several advantages416

over RASPEN. From (33) and (34), we note that JF is a matrix of dimen-417

sion N × N where N is the number of unknowns on S, and thus is a much418

smaller matrix than JF , whose size is Nv × Nv, with Nv the number of un-419

knowns in volume. On the one hand, if one prefers to assemble the Jaco-420

bian matrix, either because one wants to use a direct solver or because one421

wants to recycle the Jacobian for several iterations, then SRASPEN dramat-422

ically reduces the cost of the assembly of the Jacobian matrix. On the other423

hand, we remark that (33) and (34) have the same structure of the volume424

and substructured preconditioned matrices (13) and (15), by just identifying425

M−1 =
∑
j∈J P̃j

(
RjJ

(
u(j)

)
Pj
)−1

. Similarly to Remark 1 in the linear case,426

we can have a fully substructured formulation, by writing427

JF (v) =
∑
j∈J

P j

(
RjJ

(
ũ(j)

)
Pj

)−1
Rj ,

where P j := RP̃j and Rj := RjJ(ũj)P . It follows that if one prefers to use a428

Krylov method such as GMRES, then according to the discussion in Section429
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3.2, SRASPEN better exploits the properties of the underlying domain de-430

composition method, and saves computational time by permitting to perform431

the orthogonalization in a much smaller space. Further implementation details432

and a more extensive comparison are available in the numerical section 6.433

4.2.2 Convergence analysis of RASPEN and SRASPEN434

Theorem 4 gives an equivalence between nonlinear RAS and nonlinear SRAS.435

Are RASPEN and SRASPEN equivalent? Does Newton’s method behave dif-436

ferently if applied to the volume or to the substructured fixed point equation,437

like it happens with GMRES (see Section 3.2)? In this section, we aim to438

answer these questions by discussing the convergence properties of the exact439

Newton’s method applied to F and F .440

Let us recall that, given two approximations u0 and v0, the exact Newton’s
method computes for n ≥ 1,

un = un−1−
(
JF
(
un−1

))−1 F (un−1) and vn = vn−1−
(
JF
(
vn−1

))−1 F(vn−1),

where JF
(
un−1

)
and JF

(
vn−1

)
are the Jacobian matrices respectively of F441

and F evaluated at un−1 and vn−1. In this paragraph, we do not need a pre-442

cise expression for JF and JF . However we recall that, the definition F(v) =443

RF(Pv) and the chain rule derivation provides us the relation JF (v) =444

RJF (Pv)P . If the operators R and P were square matrices, we would im-445

mediately obtain that RASPEN and SRASPEN are equivalent, due to the446

affine invariance theory for Newton’s method [12]. However, in our case, R447

and P are rectangular matrices and they map between spaces of different di-448

mensions. Nevertheless, in the following theorem, we show that RASPEN and449

SRASPEN provide the same iterates restricted to the interfaces under fur-450

ther assumptions on R and P , which is a direct generalization of (8) to the451

nonlinear case.452

Theorem 5 (Equivalence between RASPEN and SRASPEN) Assume453

that the operators R and P satisfy454

RF(u) = RF(PRu) = F(Ru). (35)

Given an initial guess u0 ∈ V and its substructured restriction v0 := Ru0 ∈ V ,455

define the sequences {un} and {vn} such that456

un = un−1−
(
JF
(
un−1

))−1 F (un−1) and vn = vn−1−
(
JF
(
vn−1

))−1 F (vn−1) .
Then for every n ≥ 1, Run = vn.457

Proof We first prove the equality Ru1 = v1 by direct calculations. Taking the458

restriction of the RASPEN iteration, we obtain459

Ru1 = Ru0 −R
(
JF
(
u0
))−1 F (u0

)
= v0 −R

(
JF
(
u0
))−1 F (u0

)
. (36)
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Now, due to the definition of F and of v0, and to the assumption (35), we460

have461

F
(
v0
)

= RF
(
Pv0

)
= RF

(
PRu0

)
= RF

(
u0
)
. (37)

Further, taking the Jacobian of assumption (35), we haveRJF (u0) = JF (Ru0)R,462

which simplifies by taking the inverse of the Jacobians to463

R
(
JF (u0)

)−1
=
(
JF (Ru0)

)−1
R. (38)

Finally substituting relations (37) and (38) into (36) leads to464

Ru1 = v0 −R
(
JF
(
u0
))−1 F (u0

)
= v0 −

(
JF (Ru0)

)−1
RF

(
u0
)

= v0 −
(
JF (v0)

)−1 F (v0
)

= v1,

and the general case is obtained by induction.465

5 Two-level nonlinear methods466

RAS and SRAS can be generalized to two-level iterative schemes. This has467

already been treated in detail for the linear case in [10,11]. In this section,468

we introduce two-level variants for nonlinear RAS and SRAS, and also for the469

associated RASPEN and SRASPEN.470

5.1 Two-Level iterative methods471

To define a two-level method, we introduce a coarse space V0 ⊂ V , a restriction472

operator R0 : V → V0 and an interpolation operator P0 : V0 → V . The473

nonlinear system F can be projected onto the coarse space V0, defining the474

coarse nonlinear function F0 (u0) := R0F (P0u0), for every u0 ∈ V0. Due to475

this definition, it follows immediately that JF0
(u0) = R0JF (P0u0)P0, ∀u0 ∈476

V0. To compute a coarse correction we rely on the FAS approach [1]. Given477

a current approximation u, the coarse correction C0(u) is computed as the478

solution of479

F0(C0(u) +R0u) = F0(R0u)−R0F (u). (39)

Two-level nonlinear RAS is described by Algorithm 1 and it consists of a coarse480

correction followed by one iteration of nonlinear RAS (see [22] for different481

approaches).482

We now focus on its substructured counterpart. We introduce a coarse483

substructured space V 0 ⊂ V , a restriction operator R0 : V → V 0 and a484

prolongation operator P 0 : V 0 → V . We define the coarse substructured485

function as486

F0(v0) := R0F(P 0(v0)), ∀v0 ∈ V 0. (40)

From the definition it follows that JF0
(v0) = R0JF (P 0v0)P 0, ∀v0 ∈ V 0.487

There is a profound difference between two-level nonlinear RAS and two-level488
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Algorithm 1 Two-level nonlinear RAS

1: Solve the coarse problem F0 (y) = F0

(
R0uk

)
−R0F

(
uk
)

and set C0

(
uk
)

= y−R0uk.

2: Add the coarse correction to the current iterate, uk+ 1
2 = uk + P0C0

(
uk
)
.

3: Compute one step of nonlinear RAS, uk+1 =
∑

j∈J P̃jGj

(
uk+ 1

2

)
.

4: Repeat steps 1 to 3 until convergence.

Algorithm 2 Two-level iterative nonlinear SRAS

1: Solve the coarse problem F0 (y) = F0

(
R0vk

)
−R0F

(
vk
)

and set CS
0

(
vk
)

= y−R0vk.

2: Add the coarse correction to the current iterate, vk+ 1
2 = vk + P 0CS

0

(
vk
)
.

3: Compute one-step of nonlinear SRAS, vk+1 =
∑

j∈J Gj

(
vk+ 1

2

)
.

4: Repeat steps 1 to 3 until convergence.

nonlinear SRAS: in the first one (Algorithm 1), the coarse function is obtained489

restricting the original nonlinear system F (u) = 0 onto a coarse mesh. In the490

substructured version, the coarse substructured function is defined restricting491

the fixed point equation of nonlinear SRAS to V 0. That is, the coarse sub-492

structured function corresponds to a coarse version of SRASPEN. Hence, we493

remark that this algorithm is the nonlinear counterpart of the linear two-level494

algorithm described in [10,11]. Two-level nonlinear SRAS is then defined in495

Algorithm 2. As in the linear case, numerical experiments will show that two-496

level iterative nonlinear SRAS exhibits faster convergence in terms of iteration497

counts compared to two-level nonlinear RAS. However, we remark that eval-498

uating F0 is rather cheap, while evaluating F0 could be quite expensive as499

it requires to perform subdomain solves on the fine mesh. One possible im-500

provement is to approximate F0 replacing F in its definition with another501

function which performs subdomain solves on a coarse mesh. Further, we em-502

phasize that a prerequisite of any domain decomposition method is that the503

subdomain solves are cheap to compute in a high performance parallel im-504

plementation, so that in such a setting evaluating F0 needs to be cheap as505

well.506

5.2 Two-level preconditioners for Newton’s method507

Once we have defined the two-level iterative methods, we are ready to in-508

troduce the two-level versions of RASPEN and SRASPEN. The fixed point509

equation of two-level nonlinear RAS is510

F2L(u) := u−
∑
j∈J

P̃jGj(u + P0C0(u))

= −P0C0(u)−
∑
j∈J

P̃jCj(u + P0C0(u)) = 0,
(41)
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where we have introduced the correction operators Cj(u) := Gj(u) − Rju.511

Thus two-level RASPEN defined in [13] consists in applying Newton’s method512

to the fixed point equation (41).513

Similarly, the fixed point equation of two-level nonlinear SRAS is514

F2L(v) := v−
∑
j∈J

Gj
(
v + P 0C0(v)

)
= −P 0C0(v)−

∑
j∈J

Cj
(
v + P 0C0(v)

)
= 0,

(42)

where the correction operators Cj are defined as Cj(v) := Gj(v)−RP̃jRjPv.515

Two-level SRASPEN consists in applying Newton’s method to the fixed point516

equation (42).517

6 Numerical results518

We discuss three different examples in this section to illustrate our theoretical519

results. In the first example, we consider a linear problem where we study the520

performance of GMRES when it is applied to the preconditioned volume sys-521

tem and the preconditioned substructured system. In the next two examples,522

we present numerical results in order to compare Newton’s method, NKRAS523

[5], nonlinear RAS, nonlinear SRAS, RASPEN, and SRASPEN for the so-524

lution of a one-dimensional Forchheimer equation and for a two-dimensional525

nonlinear diffusion equation.526

6.1 Linear example527

We consider the diffusion equation −∆u = f , with source term f ≡ 1 and ho-528

mogeneous boundary conditions inside the unit cube Ω := (0, 1)3 decomposed529

into N equally-sized bricks with overlap, each discretized with 27000 degrees530

of freedom. The size of the overlap is δ := 4 × h. In Table 1, we study the531

computational effort and memory required by GMRES when applied to the532

preconditioned volume system (13) (GMRES-RAS) and to the preconditioned533

substructured system (15) (GMRES-SRAS). We let the number of subdomains534

grow, while keeping their sizes constant, that is the global problem becomes535

larger as N increases. We report the computational times to reach a relative536

residual smaller than 10−8, and the number of gigabytes required to store the537

orthogonal matrices of the Arnoldi iteration, both for the volume and sub-538

structured implementations. The subdomain solves are performed in a serial539

fashion, we precompute the Cholesky factorizations for the subdomain matri-540

ces Aj , and for SRAS we use the fixed point equation related to formulation541

(12).542

Table 1 shows that GMRES applied to the preconditioned substructured543

system is faster in terms of computational time compared to the volume im-544

plementation. This advantage becomes more evident as the global problem545

becomes larger. We emphasize that GMRES required the same number of it-546

erations to reach the tolerance for both methods in all cases considered. Thus547
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Nv(N)−N 729000(27)-92944 1728000(64)-246456 3375000(125)-511712
GMRES-RAS 11.14 47.55 136.54

GMRES-SRAS 9.86 40.37 112.06

Nv(N)−N 729000(27)-92944 1728000(64)-246456 3375000(125)-511712
GMRES-RAS 0.09 0.34 0.81

GMRES-SRAS 0.01 0.05 0.12

Table 1: On the top, time in seconds required by GMRES-RAS and GMRES-
SRAS to reach a relative error smaller than 10−8 for increasingly larger prob-
lems. At the bottom, memory use expressed in gigabytes to store the Arnoldi
orthogonal matrices in both GMRES implementations.

the faster time to solution of GMRES-SRAS is due to the smaller number548

of floating point operations that GMRES-SRAS has to perform, since the or-549

thogonalization steps are performed in a much smaller space, and SRAS avoids550

unnecessary volume computations. Furthermore, GMRES-SRAS significantly551

outperforms GMRES-RAS in terms of memory requirements; in this particu-552

lar case, GMRES-SRAS computes and stores orthogonal matrices which are553

about seven times smaller than the ones used by GMRES-RAS.554

6.2 Forchheimer equation in 1D555

Forchheimer equation is an extension of the Darcy equation for high flow rates,556

where the linear relation between the flow velocity and the gradient flow does557

not hold anymore. In a one dimensional domain Ω := (0, 1), the Forchheimer558

model is559

q(−λ(x)u(x)′))′ = f(x) in Ω,

u(0) = uL and u(1) = uR,
(43)

where uL, uR ∈ R, λ(x) is a positive and bounded permeability field and560

q(y) := sign(y)
−1+
√

1+4γ|y|
2γ , with γ > 0. To discretize (43), we use the finite561

volume scheme described in detail in [13]. In our numerical experiments, we562

set λ(x) = 2 + cos(5πx), f(x) = 50 sin(5πx)ex, γ = 1, u(0) = 1 and u(1) = e1.563

The solution field u(x) and the force field f(x) are shown in Fig. 2. We then564

study the convergence behavior of our different methods. Fig. 3 shows how565

the relative error decays for the different methods and for a decomposition566

into 20 subdomains (left panel) and 50 subdomains (right panel). The initial567

guess is equal to zero for all these methods. Both plots in Fig. 3 show that568

the convergence rate of iterative nonlinear RAS and nonlinear SRAS is the569

same and very slow. As expected, NKRAS with line search converges better570

than Newton’s method and further RASPEN and SRASPEN converge in the571

same number of outer Newton iterations as they produce the same iterates.572

Moreover, it seems that the convergence of RASPEN and SRASPEN is not573

affected by the number of subdomains. However, these plots do not tell the574

whole story, as one should focus not only on the number of iterations but also575
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Fig. 2: Solution field u(x) of Forchheimer equation (left panel) and force term
f(x) (right panel).
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Fig. 3: Convergence behavior for Newton’s method, NKRAS, nonlinear RAS,
nonlinear SRAS, RASPEN and SRASPEN applied to Forchheimer equation.
On the left, the simulation refers to a decomposition into 20 subdomains while
on the right we consider 50 subdomains. The mesh size is h = 10−3 and the
overlap is 8h.

on the cost of each iteration. To compare the cost of an iteration of RASPEN576

and SRASPEN, we have to distinguish two cases, that is, if one solves the577

Jacobian system directly or with some Krylov methods, e.g., GMRES. First,578

suppose that we want to solve the Jacobian system with a direct method and579

thus we need to assemble and store the Jacobians. From the expressions in580

equation (34) we remark that the assembly of the Jacobian of RASPEN re-581

quires N ×Nv subdomain solves, where N is the number of subdomains and582

Nv is the number of unknowns in volume. On the other hand, the assembly583

of the Jacobian of SRASPEN requires N ×N solves, where N is the number584

of unknowns on the substructures and N � Nv. Thus, while the assembly of585

JF is prohibitive, it can still be affordable to assemble JF . Further, the direct586

solution of the Jacobian system is feasible as JF has size N ×N . Suppose now587

that we solve the Jacobian systems with GMRES. Let us indicate with I(k)588
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Fig. 4: Relative error decay for RASPEN and SRASPEN applied to Forch-
heimer equation with respect to the number of linear solves. On the left, the
simulation refers to a decomposition into 20 subdomains while on the right we
consider 50 subdomains. The mesh size is h = 10−3.

and IS(k) the number of GMRES iterations to solve the volume and substruc-589

tured Jacobian systems at the k-th outer Newton iteration. Each GMRES590

iteration requires N subdomain solves which can be performed in parallel. In591

our numerical experiment, we have observed that generally IS(k) ≤ I(k), with592

I(k)− IS(k) ≈ 0, 1, 2, that is GMRES requires the same number of iterations593

or slightly less to solve the substructured Jacobian system compared to the594

volume one.595

To better compare these two methods, we follow [13] and introduce the596

quantity L(n) which counts the number of subdomain solves performed by597

these two methods till iteration n, taking into account the advantages of a598

parallel implementation. We set L(n) =
∑n
k=1 L

k
in + I(k), where Lkin is the599

maximum over the subdomains of the number of Newton iterations required600

to solve the local subdomain problems at iteration k. The number of linear601

solves performed by GMRES should be I(k) ×N , but as the N linear solves602

can be performed in parallel, the total cost of GMRES corresponds approx-603

imately to I(k) linear solves. Fig. 4 shows the error decay as a function of604

L(n). We note that the two methods require approximately the same compu-605

tational cost and SRASPEN is slightly faster. For the decomposition into 50606

subdomains, RASPEN requires on average 91.5 GMRES iterations per New-607

ton iteration, while SRASPEN requires an average of 90.87 iterations. The608

size of the substructured space V is N = 98. For the decomposition into 20609

subdomains, RASPEN requires an average of 40 GMRES iterations per New-610

ton iteration, while SRASPEN needs 38 iterations. The size of V is N = 38,611

which means that GMRES reaches the given tolerance of 10−12 after exactly612

N steps, which is the size of the substructured Jacobian. Under these circum-613

stances, it can be convenient to actually assemble JF , as it requires N × N614

subdomain solves which is the total cost of GMRES. Furthermore, the N ×N615

subdomain solves are embarrassingly parallel, while the N ×N solves of GM-616

RES can be parallelized in the spatial direction, but not in the iterative one.617
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As future work, we believe it will be interesting to study the convergence of618

a Quasi-Newton method based on SRASPEN, where one assembles the Jaco-619

bian substructured matrix after every few outer Newton iterations, reducing620

the overall computational cost.621

As a final remark, we specify that Fig. 4 has been obtained setting a zero622

initial guess for the nonlinear subdomain problems. However, at the iteration623

k of RASPEN one can use the subdomain restriction of the updated volume624

solution, that is Rju
k−1, which has been obtained by solving the volume Ja-625

cobian system at iteration k − 1, and is thus generally a better initial guess626

for the next iteration. On the other hand in SRASPEN, one could use the627

subdomain solutions computed at iteration k − 1, i.e. uk−1i , as initial guess628

for the nonlinear subdomain problems, as the substructured Jacobian system629

corrects only the substructured values. Numerical experiments showed that630

with this particular choice of initial guess for the nonlinear subdomain prob-631

lems, SRASPEN requires generally more Newton iterations to solve the local632

problems. In this setting, there is not a method that is constantly faster than633

the other as it depends on a delicate trade-off between the better GMRES per-634

formance and the need to perform more Newton iterations for the nonlinear635

local problems in SRASPEN.636

6.3 Nonlinear Diffusion637

In this subsection we consider the nonlinear diffusion problem on a square638

domain Ω := (0, 1)2,639

−∇ ·
(
1 + u(x)2

)
∇u(x) = f, in Ω,

u(x) = g(x) on ∂Ω,
(44)

where the right hand side f is chosen such that u(x) = sin(πx) sin(πy) is640

the exact solution. We start all these methods with an initial guess u0(x) =641

105, so that we start far away from the exact solution, and hence Newton’s642

method exhibits a long plateau before quadratic convergence begins. Fig. 5643

shows the convergence behavior for the different methods as function of the644

number of iterations and the number of linear solves. The average number645

of GMRES iterations is 8.1667 for both RASPEN and SRASPEN for the646

four subdomain decomposition. For a decomposition into 25 subdomains, the647

average number of GMRES iterations is 19.14 for RASPEN and 19.57 for648

SRASPEN. We remark that as the number of subdomains increases, GMRES649

needs more iterations to solve the Jacobian system. This is consistent with650

the interpretation of (34) as a Jacobian matrix J
(
u(j)

)
preconditioned by651

the additive operator
∑
j∈J

(
RjJ

(
u(j)

)
Pj
)−1

; We expect this preconditioner652

not to be scalable since it does not involve a coarse correction. In Table 2653

we compare the computational time in seconds to reach a tolerance of 10−8654

by RASPEN and SRASPEN. SRASPEN is faster due to the less expensive655

GMRES iteration which is inherited by the linear analysis, see Table 1.656
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Fig. 5: Relative error decay versus the number of iterations (top row) and error
decay versus the number of linear solves (bottom row). The left figures refer
to a decomposition into four subdomains, the right figures to a decomposition
into 25 subdomains. The mesh size is h = 0.012 and the overlap is 8h.

Nv(N)−N 961(4)-120 6241(25)-1200 12321(49)-2520
RASPEN 0.40 17.30 107.57

SRASPEN 0.34 15.54 98.18

Table 2: Time in seconds required by RASPEN and SRASPEN to reach a
relative error smaller than 10−8 for the nonlinear diffusion equation with 4, 25
and 49 subdomains.

We conclude this section by showing the convergence behavior for the two-657

level variants of nonlinear RAS, nonlinear SRAS, RASPEN, and SRASPEN.658

We use a coarse grid in volume taking half of the points in x and y, and a659

coarse substructured grid taking half of the unknowns as depicted in Fig. 1.660

The interpolation and restriction operators P0, R0, P 0 and R0 are the classical661

linear interpolation and fully weighting restriction operators defined in Section662

5. From Fig. 6, we note that two-level nonlinear SRAS is much faster than two-663

level nonlinear RAS, and this observation is in agreement with the linear case664

treated in [10,11]. Since the two-level iterative methods are not equivalent,665

we also remark that two-level SRASPEN shows a better performance than666

two-level RASPEN in terms of iteration count. As the one-level smoother is667
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Fig. 6: Relative error decay versus the number of iterations for Newton’s
method, iterative two-level nonlinear RAS and SRAS, and the two-level vari-
ants of RASPEN and SRASPEN. The left figure refers to a decomposition
into 4 subdomains, while the right figure refers to a decomposition into 16
subdomains. The mesh size is h = 0.012 and the overlap is 4h.

the same in all methods, the better convergence of the substructured methods668

implies that the coarse equation involving F0 provides a much better coarse669

correction than the classical volume one involving F0.670

Even though the two-level substructured methods are faster in terms of671

iteration count, the solution of the FAS problem involving F0 = R0F(P 0(v0))672

is rather expensive as it requires to evaluate twice the substructured function673

F (each evaluation requires subdomain solves) to compute the right hand side,674

to solve a Jacobian system involving JF0
, and to evaluate F on the iterates,675

which again require the solution of subdomain problems. Unless one has a676

fully parallel implementation available, the coarse correction involving F0 is677

doomed to represent a bottleneck.678

7 Conclusions679

We presented an analysis of the effects of substructuring on RAS when it is680

applied as an iterative solver and as a preconditioner. We proved that iter-681

ative RAS and iterative SRAS converge at the same rate, both in the linear682

and nonlinear case. For the nonlinear case, we showed that the preconditioned683

methods, namely RASPEN and SRASPEN, also have the same rate of conver-684

gence as they produce the same iterates once these are restricted to the inter-685

faces. Surprisingly, the equivalence between volume and substructured RAS686

breaks down when they are considered as preconditioners for Krylov meth-687

ods. We showed that the Krylov spaces are equivalent, once the volume one is688

restricted to the substructure, however we obtained that the iterates are dif-689

ferent by carefully deriving the least squares problems solved by GMRES. Our690

analysis shows that GMRES should be applied to the substructured system691

as it converges similarly when applied to the volume formulation, but needs692
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much less memory. This allows us to state that, while nonlinear RASPEN and693

SRASPEN produce the same iterates, SRASPEN has advantages when solv-694

ing the Jacobian system, either because the use of a direct solve is feasible,695

or because the Krylov method can work at the substructured level. Finally,696

we introduced substructured two-level nonlinear SRAS and SRASPEN, and697

showed numerically that these methods have better convergence properties698

than their volume counterparts in terms of iteration count, although they are699

quite expensive in the present form per iteration. Future efforts will be in the700

direction of approximating F0, by replacing the function F , which is defined701

on a fine mesh, with an approximation on a very coarse mesh, thus reducing702

the overall cost of the substructured coarse correction, or by using spectral703

coarse spaces.704
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